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Abstract

Argentina and its policymakers have managed the art of seductive economic crises, sovereign debt litigations, and international sovereign debt policymaking lobbying. Distressed debt hedge funds too.

This short paper analyzes a recent public Council of the Americas’ intervention of Argentina’s Minister of Economy on the country’s 2020 international (external) sovereign debt restructuring. In his intervention, the Minister argued that this time around the restructuring is different due to a different debt structure. The Minister also stated his principle-based position for the restructuring.

The paper concludes that while the Minister’s statements may hold at a macro level, at a micro level, Argentina’s 2001 and 2020 restructurings converge on debt structure as defined by the Minister. On those terms, this time would not be that different. Preference and priority should also be not to do too little, too late. By analyzing key discourse of Argentina’s Minister of Economy, this paper contributes answers to two central and highly-argued questions on the country’s 2020 restructuring: Would this time be different? Would it be too little, too late?
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Introduction

The Minister of Economy of Argentina recently spoke to audiences of the Council of the Americas on Argentina’s economic status and international (external) sovereign debt negotiations. His messages were consistent with previous communications. Three main messages can be highlighted, and two main questions asked.

For economic status messages, the Minister first discoursed in-depth on his target (long term) macroeconomic model for the state and the necessary (but not sufficient) external debt reduction needs.

Second, at inquiries of economic growth, the Minister discoursed on his fiscal consolidation strategy as the driver, thereby bypassing explicating the necessary economic growth of exports and productivity aspects. Those areas are indeed the focus of other ministries and subjects of the government.

Third, on external debt negotiations, the Minister discoursed on balances of negotiation advancements and challenges. As differentiator from Argentina’s 2001 restructuring, the Minister pointed to a diverse debt structure this time around on terms of contractual language, the universe of bondholders, and the state of the economy already being on default. The Minister also highlighted unacceptable contractual language requests by investors, particularly on collective action clauses (CACs). Foremost, the Minister conclusively stated that while the preference is for the resolution of the present debt crisis sooner rather than later, the priority is to resolve the crisis in a way that works for the whole country.

Argentina and its 2001 external debt saga creditors delivered the ugly, the long, and the unexpected on their negotiations and final litigations. Would this time be different? Would it be
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once again too little, too late? This article examines the Minister’s asseverations on the external debt negotiations at this Council of the Americas’ convening to answer these questions.

1. Principles of economics, politics or the law?

Generally, constituting an economically stable state is a challenging proposition. Development challenges often set the state into persisting patterns of prosperity or economic crises. Economic models of today also tend to frequent instabilities of high variance (black swans). Economically stable countries are the exception rather than the norm. Economic instabilities and non-payment of external sovereign debt obligations are widely repudiated. Increasingly states rely on external sovereign debt financing and face court litigations for defaults. Also, however argued by the parties, sovereign debt restructurings can be conceived as yet inseparable mixes of economics and politics. Furthermore, no one nowadays doubts that they are also the result of the law and the courts.

Sovereign bonds are the increasingly dominating sovereign debt asset type. They are issued by countries to finance development or expenditures. Likewise any financial asset, the issuance of sovereign debt requires complex legal documentation. The Prospectus will summarize the main economic and legal terms stipulated by the Financial Agency Agreement (FAA) or a Trust Indenture (the bond contracts). In sovereign debt markets, the choice of law is fundamental for the economic sustainability of the credit. The choice of law is to drive contractual terms and the dispute resolution forum of potentially litigious restructurings or other dealings. English and New York law are the market standard set by the creditors and offered or accepted by the debtors. Given Argentina’s 2001 South District Court of New York (S.D.N.Y.) litigations, sovereign bond
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contractual language is on a journey of development of “enhanced” terms. Such “enhancements” reflect the concerns of debtors and creditors in maintaining sustainable sovereign debt.\footnote{See Antonia E. Stolper & Sean Dougherty, Collective action clauses: how the Argentina litigation changed the sovereign debt markets, 12 Capital Markets Law Journal 239 (2017).}

Sustainable sovereign debt is a matter of politics,\footnote{See Anna Gelpern, Sovereign Debt: Now What?, Georgetown Law Faculty Publications and Other Works 1832 (2016).} which is economically calculated and ultimately legally disputed. Political economy matters. Creditors and debtors agree on the principle of sustainable sovereign debt. From their vantage point in the economic equations, they however, have different understandings on the actions to achieve sustainability (for example fiscal consolidation vs. expansion) and who is to bear the costs of the economic change (for example, which segments of societies and to which proportions). In restructurings, the diverging understandings and interests of creditors and debtors of sustainable sovereign debt are at center stage.\footnote{Id. For the complexities on the economic calculation of debt sustainability, see See Charles Wyplosz, Debt Sustainability Assessment: Mission Impossible, 2 Review of Economics and Institutions (2011).} The contractual terms of bonds reflect not only the statutes and case law of the chosen issuance jurisdiction but also the power balances and understandings of the parties to the contracts, including their understandings of debt sustainability and its economics, politics, and law.

### 1.1. Contractual language

When Argentina’s Minister of Economy pointed to a diverse debt structure this time around (in relationship to the country’s 2001’s restructuring), contractual language was at forefront. While the Minister did not specify the signaled contractual language differences, one can at least suspect the inclusion of CACs as an upmost key contractual language difference. The Minister indeed highlighted unacceptable CAC language requests from creditors.\footnote{A Conversation with Argentine Minister of Finance Martín Guzmán, Youtube Americas Society/Council of the Americas (Jun. 23, 2020), https://youtu.be/8G1EWGPbzy8.} Tendered 2001’s Argentina bonds did not include CACs, exchanged bonds did include them.\footnote{See Antonia E. Stolper & Sean Dougherty, Collective action clauses: how the Argentina litigation changed the sovereign debt markets, 12 Capital Markets Law Journal 239 (2017).}

CACs were introduced in response to Argentina’s 2001 holdouts. They are a voting mechanism for creditors to accept restructurings’ bond exchange offers and avoid litigations. They set a minimum number of creditors by series of bonds and the overall restructuring who must accept a bond exchange offer for it to proceed. Boilerplates (standard contract definitions) of CACs exist. However, each state debtor may opt for contractual variations. CACs were implemented as no
consensus could be reached on an international public law sovereign debt dispute resolution mechanism. While they are new contractual clauses in New York law bonds, they are established in English law bonds.17

During Argentina’s 2001 litigations, debtor states and Argentina significantly leading, reintroduced international discussions on sovereign debt resolution frameworks. Bond buy-side market participants initially did not accept any market change need. As pressures mounted, they accepted the introduction of the less invasively-seen contractual solution of CACs (rather than a treaty-based international dispute resolution framework).18 Increasingly disperse creditor communities and interests in sovereign debt bond markets have exacerbated the collective action problems (CAPs) that permeate sovereign debt restructurings and that CACs look to solve.19

CACs require individuals to cooperate. However, incentives such as moral hazard and “winner-takes-all” deter this cooperation.20 In sovereign debt restructurings, aggressive politicians may not act in good faith and attempt to corner creditors to render incommensurate debt haircuts and political gains. Creditors hold no duties for misuse of credit by states, nor ensuring repayment capacity. They can litigate to uphold creditors’ rights (full repayment).

Since their introduction in New York law bonds in the 2000’s, CACs have been included in modern restructurings and issuances, including Argentina’s bonds since the 2005 exchange offer. The U.S. Second Circuit Court of Appeals has highlighted that “[c]ollective action clauses have been included in 99% of the aggregate value of New York-law bonds issued since January 2005.”21

However, CACs were not grandfathered to international sovereign bond stocks, style diversity exists (such as per bond series, single-limb, and two-limb CACs) and their effectiveness avoiding a spectrum of litigations is untested. The desired cases of litigation avoidance are also not established. CACs, as they are defined today, may be effective under certain economic conditions; such as given levels of convergence of interests of creditors and debtors.

17 Id.
19 See Anna Gelpern, Sovereign Debt: Now What?, Georgetown Law Faculty Publications and Other Works 1832 (2016).
Initially, a majority of sovereign debt academics and practitioners trusted CACs to avoid future sovereign debt crises. However, in 2014, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and prominent academics and practitioners were raising voices of caution. CACs were certainly not yet the pursued solution to avoid litigations that block (significantly delay or prevent) restructurings. Also, the 2014 NML S.D.N.Y. litigations may have increased holdout incentives.

In per bond series restructurings, no aggregation of bond series occurs. In single-limb CACs, one vote on the overall restructuring occurs. If the minimum restructuring acceptance threshold is met, the restructuring proceeds. In two-limb CACs, two votes take place: for the overall of the restructuring and for debtor defined pools of one or more bond series.

In the absence of CACs in Argentina’s 2001’s bonds for restructuring, under New York law, a single dissenting investor, could choose not to participate in the exchange and litigate. The bonds that the government announced for its 2020 restructuring are circa 69 billion USD and account for 35 securities. 23 of the 35 securities are under New York law. The 23 include 4 EUR, 1 CHF, and 18 USD (which are all the USD bonds in the restructuring stock) securities.

A complex aspect of any restructuring is the non-discriminatory treatment of creditors under perceived zero-sum bargaining. CAC diversity in bond pools is a new bond restructuring complexity as well. The restructuring stock includes Kirchner and Macri bonds. Kirchner bonds
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were issued under the presidencies of Nestor Kirchner and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner. They have two-limb CACs. The Macri bonds were issued under Mauricio Macri’s presidency and have single-limb CACs. On CAC diversity, Kirchner and Macri bonds trade at a spread. Based on their two-limb CACs, creditors favor Kirchner bonds. The Argentine voters also hold distinct political connotations for Kirchner vis-a-vis Macri bonds.

While it is not clear how CACs would play during potential 2020’s Argentina’s restructuring S.D.N.Y. litigations, voting thresholds of CACs within and cross-series are fundamental collective action problem solvers during pre-litigation restructuring negotiations. As this Argentina 2020 restructuring demonstrates thus far, under current CAC styles, investors can yet afford to holdout. However, per their creditors’ requests for use of Argentina’s 2005 Indenture and its provisions of CACs for the exchange bonds on this restructuring, to creditors and their investments in holdout, CAC styles matter.

But certainly, CACs and the use of Argentina’s 2005 Indenture are not the only contractual language of disagreement in this restructuring. Two of the three key investor groups holding out, have enumerated a significant list of contractual language requests for their agreement to the exchange. Other indenture changes requested by these creditors include that other new post-exchange bonds are also issued under the 2005 Indenture (identical legal terms), that no new instruments with most favorable terms are issued nor placed with creditors friendly to support bond changes proposed by the government, that any bond issued in not Argentine Pesos (ARS) is considered “External Indebtedness”, a more precise definition of “Indebtedness”, new “reserved matters”, requirements of public debt stock publications and IMF Article IV consultations, expanded Events of Default (including failing “to comply with the mandatory IMF Article IV Consultation”), expanded waiver of alter egos and presumption of commercial activities, and a new
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“creditor committee engagement clause”, restrictions on re-designations, an information delivery requirement pre-voting and the Rights Upon Future Offers clause “in the Republic’s prospectus supplement dated April 21, 2020”.

These creditors cite recurring Argentina’s sovereign debt restructuring needs as reason for such contractual language requests.

As previously stated, the Minister has highlighted that the CAC contractual requests of these creditors are unacceptable. For the exchange bonds, creditors have requested two-limb CACs (likewise the Kirchner bonds), instead of single-limb CACs (likewise the Macri bonds). Two-limb CACs would facilitate holdouts/upholding of creditors’ rights.

While states are free of implementing CAC styles of their preference, the Minister highlighted Argentina’s commitment as a G-20 country to single-limb (enhanced CACs) as implemented by the country in 2016. The Minister cites that Argentina is a G-20 country and that those CACs are promoted by the G-20, the IMF, International Capital Markets Association (ICMA) and the international community.

Thus far, creditors had not requested CAC style nor contractual language divergences based on the development level of countries, economic health, restructuring re-occurrences or other differentiators. This 2020 Argentine restructuring may point to a market change on these matters due to accumulated learnings of repeat market players.

1.2. The universe of bondholders
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As sovereign bonds trade in open international markets and no records are easily kept of the bondholders, most sovereign debt creditors to states remain unknown until default and restructuring events occur. In Argentina’s 2001 restructuring, besides investment funds (including hedge funds) and a significant contingent of individual investors, institutional investors such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank (WB) and the Paris Club were also creditors. Overall, this macro creditor mix, perhaps to a lesser extent of individual investors this time around (which cannot be confirmed), should hold for Argentina’s 2020 restructuring. So the diverse universe of bondholders that the Minister refers to must be at micro level and at the investment fund level which currently holdout and are therefore known.

Investment fund creditors to engage in negotiations (and potential litigations) are becoming transparent. Initially, indeed, as the Minister points, not the usual suspects.

Three most significant creditor committees have formed in Argentina’s 2020 restructuring. Led by Blackrock, Fidelity, and Ashmore, the “Ad Hoc Argentine Bondholder Group” has been the most prominently clear and bold in their requests.

They have openly published counter-exchange proposals and their argumentations. Amongst other funds, they manage insurance, pensions, and retirement funds. These funds request no capital haircut and are willing to extend payments and reduce interest rates. They do not agree with Argentina’s nor IMF’s calculations of sovereign debt levels. They see Argentina as illiquid, not insolvent. They are also discouraged with what they interpret as aggressive negotiations’ tactics of the government to have only sovereign debt investors pay for the country’s economic crisis.

They have been joined in their latest exchange proposal by the “Exchange Bondholders”. This group includes Monarch, Cyrus, HBK and VR, amongst other funds. VR also litigated Argentina in its 2001 restructuring at the S.D.N.Y.
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The third significant creditor committee thus far formed is the group of “‘Argentina Creditors’ Committee”. This group is led by Greylock Capital, Gramercy and Fintech.41 In the 2001 restructuring, Greylock Capital and Gramercy litigated Argentina.42 Gramercy has turned to be a creditor-friend of Argentina’s government.43

This micro level universe of bondholders, therefore, also includes many repeat players of the 2001 exchanges and litigations. Amongst other negotiation critical assets, these creditors share credit resolution preferences, litigation power and foremost high caliber legal advisors from Argentina’s 2001 S.D.N.Y. litigations.44

Three prominent litigators can be thus far highlighted, one representing the Republic of Argentina and two representing holdout creditors. Legal counsels in sovereign debt advise their clients in litigations, as well as pre-litigation (restructuring) proceedings.

Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP (Cleary Gottlieb) is known as the top caliber firm representing governments in sovereign debt litigations. It has also become the most common representative of Latin America countries in sovereign debt proceedings.45 Cleary Gottlieb is said to be known for its aggressive litigation style.46 The firm represented Argentina in its 2001 restructuring and S.D.N.Y. litigations.
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White & Case LLP is the legal front of the Ad Hoc Bondholder Group and the Exchange Bondholder Group Argentina in their Joint Debt Restructuring Proposal. In Argentina’s 2001 restructuring, White & Case represented Italian creditors on World Bank (WB)’s International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) proceedings based on the Italy–Argentina bilateral investment treaty. Likewise Cleary Gottlieb, White & Case is a global legal firm with a “Sovereigns” (sovereign debt) practice.

Besides these two sovereign debt litigation powerhouses, Dennis Hranitzky, a previous lawyer of Elliot Management in Argentina’s 2001 S.D.N.Y. litigations, has formed for this 2020 restructuring the creditor group of “Exchange Bondholders”.

These firms and star lawyer were at the heart of Argentina’s 2001 key litigations. They are expected to reuse, standardize and gain commercial positions from their previous learnings on restructuring and litigations for this 2020 restructuring. These legal advisors, as per their advises, make certainly not for a different universe of bondholders.

### 1.3. The state already facing default conditions and immediately starting a restructuring process

The formal moment of sovereign debt default of a state is unprecise. On economic terms, credit rating agencies or any other international organizations (such as the IMF) may grade states under not favoring grades that may close markets for certain creditors to invest. A debtor can declare its default or stop payments. On legal terms, an enumerated contract default event may occur.

The Minister also refers to the state already facing default conditions, which is an undefined event in sovereign debt markets and may not necessarily be a single function of the state of the country’s international (external) sovereign debt being on default.
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In addition, how an event of default may render a different “debt structure”, which matters in form and results for a restructuring is not clear. When approaching a restructuring, a debtor must be in a sovereign debt payment default or close to it.

Immediately starting a restructuring process also does not alter the “debt structure” of a country, finishing it with immediacy does.

However, would acting with immediacy render a desired final “debt structure” by the Minister? If the Minister believes in Argentina’s immediate export and productive capacity, moving with immediacy to an affordable deal may be most appropriate. Such a strategy would avoid continued costly negotiations and potential litigations. As this economic scenario is not highly likely and the Minister has emphasized the need of any deal to have the legitimacy of given Argentina’s society interest groups (for example, the Unions and the governors of the states), the Minister must act in the rest of the negotiation spectrum.

The Minister can pursue a less affordable final “debt structure” that can provide economic breathing space to the country and can be yet legitimized by the concerned interest groups. This solution may not exist. Foremost, it may go against the intellectual stand of the Minister and partisans. Such debt structure deal is most likely not sustainable per the Minister’s calculations of the country’s desired macroeconomic model and its realization timeframe. Therefore, the Minister is taking Argentina-IMF deals ransom (no new deals) until the restructuring of Argentina’s debt is finalized with private credit international (external) creditors.

2. Too little, too late? Preference vs. priority

The 2001 Argentina debt restructuring has come to be known as a “saga”. A long narrative of heroic achievements. A seductive story on dull financial matters. A perceived sassiness of Argentine life and policymakers, also on popular myth, shining through.

So, certainly to amusement but no surprise to creditors, in this Council of the Americas’ convening (a creditors’ forum), the Minister conclusively stated that while the preference is for the
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resolution of the present debt crisis sooner rather than later, the priority is to resolve the crisis in a way that works for the whole country.

Argentina, and his Minister of Economy on his pre-office work and discourse on “Too little, too late” sovereign debt restructurings, has successfully driven international campaigns on the hazards to the economic development of debt restructurings that come too late and address too little of the debt stock of a state.\textsuperscript{54} If now as a politician economist, the Minister yet commits to his intellectual work on sovereign debt restructurings and their economics, the priority of the Minister would equate his preference. Resolving the sovereign debt crisis in a way that works for the whole country would entail resolving the present debt crisis sooner rather than later.

Creditors such as Gramercy share the “too little, too late” concern. Too little, too late is also not positive for the economics of the creditors in Argentina’s debt. One of Gramercy’s “principles for successful debt solutions” in its Argentina’s 2020 restructuring asseverates that: “Implement a solution (considering steps 1-4 above) in a timely and transparent fashion, while catalyzing a virtuous shock.” So, creditor and debtor, indeed share concerns for the timeliness of debt restructurings. Its focus on “catalyzing a virtuous shock” certainly a concern with debt sustainability.\textsuperscript{55}

However, in Argentina’s 2020 restructuring, Gramercy may state that Argentina is violating three other fundamental “principles for successful debt solutions” (1) “Determine the material challenge/problem” (2) “Solve for that problem” (3) “Do not try to solve problems that do not exist or that provide limited benefits when solved” (4) “Do not create new problems”. Gramercy proposes that Argentina’s debt is illiquid and not insolvent. Argentina’s too little, too late potentially being a wrong problem definition by Argentina and its policymakers.\textsuperscript{56}

**Conclusion**

As Argentina enters a new sovereign debt restructuring saga, many, including its Minister of Economy on pre-office work, have asked if this restructuring would be different from the 2001 restructuring or if it would be too little, too late?

\textsuperscript{54} Guzman, Martin et al., Too little, too late, New York, Columbia University Press, 2016.
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This short paper analyzed a recent public Council of the Americas’ intervention of the Minister. In his intervention, the Minister argued that this time around is different due to a different debt structure and substantiated this statement with three arguments.

The paper concluded that while the diverging debt structures argued by the Minister may hold at a macro level, they converge at a micro level. This time is not that different, and if the principles of economics of the intellectual commitment of the Minister reign, his restructuring preferences, and priorities should also converge. Resolving the sovereign debt crisis in a way that works for the whole country would entail resolving the present debt crisis sooner rather than later. Otherwise, it would be too little, too late. S.D.N.Y. litigations would follow suit. At court, the economics of states are no longer at the forefront. Common economics would have not been found. At this point, politics would have reigned over the pertinent economic theories. The law of contracts ought to prevail.